we are the Explorers we have a need to
find what is out there it is a drive
inside each and every one of us the
drive to wonder to push the boundaries
and to explore we expanded across our
lands settling new frontiers we took to
the oceans and learn that we could cross
treacherous expanses in the pursuit of
discovery
we took to the skies and flew
that wasn't enough we left the planet
and redefined what was possible we flew
in space we walked in space what once
was a melodramatic flight of fantasy
became reality then a new generation of spaceships captured hearts and minds for three decades and helped build a castle in the sky that is our lasting hold in space.

we have always looked up for centuries we wondered what was on the other side of the sky and we have begun to answer that question we have learned that all the exploration humankind has achieved is only a beginning right now men and women are working on the next steps to go farther than we have ever gone before new vessels will
carry us and new destinations await us.

everything we have ever accomplished leads to this moment in time where exploration will now go to the planets and the stars.

our nearest neighbors in the night sky have beckoned us invited us dared us to reach the level.

we are the Explorers.

our next destination awaits we don't know what new discoveries lie ahead.

both small steps and giant leaps in that pursuit.

our next destination awaits we don't know what new discoveries lie ahead.
but this is the very reason we must go